God and the Good Life

APOLOGY FEST

May 11, 2018
8:00AM to 12:00PM

Carey Auditorium, Hesburgh Library
God and the Good Life

PROGRAM

INTRODUCTIONS

APOLOGIES ROUND 1

Bentley Jos, Chase Miller, Audrey Lindemann, Joanna Murphy

Most Creative, Spirit of Dialogue, Most Ambitious, Biggest Impact, Most Likely to Join, Fulfills the Categorical Imperative, Maximizes Expected Utility, Moral Saintly Campaign, Nihilist Campaign, Most Swagger, Relatable Campaign, Meta Campaign

CAMPAIGN AWARDS

APOLOGIES ROUND II

Michael Newcome, Sofia Perez, Amorette Hernandez

Most Dedicated GGLer, Supportive and Optimistic Classmate, Mind-Blowing Religion Pre-Write, Floor Speaker of the Year, Aquinas Award for Natural Lawyer, Likely to Move in a Barometer, Valuable Fellow, Aristotle Living Well Award, First Team ALL GGL, Debaters of the Year, GGL Point Monster

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

APOLOGY ROUND III

Luke Lingle, Teddy Fitzgerald, Weston Dell

APOLOGY ROUND IV

Matthew Cyrs, John Hoeksema, Olivia Perez
God and the Good Life Apology Fest

FUN FACTS

THREE FAVORITE TOPICS

- MLK Letter from a Birmingham Jail
- Martha Nussbaum on Judging Other Cultures
- Immanuel Kant on Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals

WHICH TOPICS SHOULD BE VOTED OFF THE ISLAND?

- Susan Wolf Moral Saints
- Friedrich Nietzsche Selections from the Genealogy of Morals

BIGGEST DEBATE WIN

75% of the class said parents should not be able to refuse preventative medical care for their children if that care conflicts with their religious belief

BIGGEST SWING VOTE

in the Pre-vote 82% voted to take Aristotle baby monitors off the market. After the class discussion, 80% thought it was a great product!
Thanks for a Great Term!